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Andrew Read and colleagues have proposed that insec-
ticides acting late in the vector lifetime are less suscept-
ible to evolutionary pressures, thereby avoiding
insecticide resistance. Such late-life acting insecticides
would kill the vector before the pathogen’s extrinsic
cycle is complete, but allow the vector to remain repro-
ductively active. Some examples of late-life acting insec-
ticides are discussed. By targeting older vectors, the
dangerous cohorts – those capable of transmitting the
fully developed pathogen – are removed.
Glossary

Extrinsic incubation period (EIP): The time taken by a pathogen to develop in

the vector from ingestion in a bloodmeal to eventual transmission at feeding.

The EIP is highly dependent upon environmental factors (e.g. temperature) and

the pathogen; a mosquito must survive a longer period in order to transmit

malaria (EIP = 9–20 days) than to transmit Dengue (EIP = 10–14 days).

Late-life acting insecticide (LLAI): An insecticide that selectively targets older

vectors. LLAIs allow the replacement of vector populations by young,

reproductively active insects and therefore selection pressure on the insecti-

cides is greatly reduced.

Gonotrophic cycle: This is typically considered to be the time between two

oviposition events for a female mosquito. Each gonotrophic cycle is composed

of five phases: host seeking, blood feeding (one or more bloodmeals are taken
Old mosquitoes are dangerous mosquitoes
When a mosquito feeds on an infected bloodmeal, two
clocks are ticking; their combined timing defines the suc-
cess or failure of that mosquito as a vector. From the day of
emergence as an adult the lifespan clock is counting down
the time until the mosquito dies. During her lifetime the
female takes bloodmeals every 1–4 days, and lays eggs
approximately every three days as each gonotrophic cycle
is completed. Any one of the bloodmeals could be infected
and, from the moment it is ingested by the vector, the
pathogen’s own clock is ticking too. In order to pass from
the bloodmeal to the salivary glands and back into a host,
the pathogenmust complete its extrinsic incubation period
(EIP) (Glossary) before the vector dies [1] (Figure 1). These
clocks help define two important elements of the successful
vector. First, oldmosquitoes are dangerous; only those that
have ingested the pathogen and survived the EIP can
possibly transmit the pathogen to another host. Second,
as the mosquito ages, with each gonotrophic cycle she has
expended an increasing proportion of her lifetime fecund-
ity. For example, Anopheles stephensimosquitoes provided
with bloodmeals in the laboratory every 3 days or every day
produce 82% or 73%, respectively, of their total eggs in 50%
of their lifespan (P.F. Billingsley, unpublished data). Older
mosquitoes thus make a decreasing contribution to popu-
lation replacement [2–4].

In consequence, mosquito survival remains the most
crucial component of the transmission process, and models
to date demonstrate clearly that transmission is exqui-
sitely sensitive to changes in mosquito survival rate [5,6].

Euthanasia or mass destruction
It is in the interests of both biological players to keep the
vector alive for as long as possible. For the vector, lifetime
reproductive success will clearly increase as she gets older,
even though the relative contribution declines with each
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gonotrophic cycle (Figure 1). For the pathogen, once it has
survived the extrinsic cycle, continued vector survival
means that, at each feeding event, there is the potential
for transmission to another host. As mosquitoes age they
find themselves in a small and declining cohort. Read et al.
[7] argue that, if older mosquitoes can be targeted in a
control program, the overall population size of mosquitoes
will not be greatly affected, but the effect on transmission
could be profound because mosquitoes would die before
becoming capable of transmission, and before the EIP is
complete. Targeting lifespan to reduce mosquito longevity
clearly satisfies the malaria epidemiological models that,
in particular, identify mosquito survival rate as the most
vulnerable target for intervention against transmission
[1,8]. Such an approach would require the development
and successful deployment of what Read et al. [7] have
termed ‘late life acting’ insecticides (LLAIs). This is in
contrast to conventional insecticide approaches where all
vectors are targeted equally, either by killing in spray
programs or at the point of feeding using bednets impreg-
nated with insecticide [9–11].

An evolution-proof approach?
The euthanasia approach of LLAIs and the mass destruc-
tion approach of conventional insecticides have very differ-
ent evolutionary outcomes. Conventional insecticides exert
a massive selection pressure on the vector population such
that onset of resistance to the insecticides can be very
rapid; for example, Read et al. cite onset of resistance in
An. albimanus to pyrethroids in just three years [12].
Resistance is a common (even inevitable) outcome wher-
ever mass control programs with conventional insecticides
are implemented [10]. Furthermore, resistance to one
insecticide leads almost inexorably to cross-resistance
against others in the same chemical class and, depending
upon the molecular physiological mechanism induced,
depending upon physiological state and species), a period of egg maturation,

searching for an oviposition site, and finally egg-laying.
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Figure 1. The principle behind late-life acting insecticides (LLAIs). The highest reproductive contribution of a vector occurs early in life. During this period resistance will be

subject to strong positive selection because those vectors surviving the control measure will contribute disproportionately to subsequent generations. Such control

measures target vectors that are not transmission-competent because the EIP of the pathogen has not been completed. Thus, transmission occurs only late in the vector

lifespan, and if LLAIs can be targeted at the older vectors they will reduce transmission and with less likelihood of resistance evolving because most of the reproductive

contribution has been made before the LLAIs take effect.
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resistance to other classes of insecticides can ensue [9]. One
of the reasons for the rapid spread of resistance to con-
ventional insecticides is that, under insecticide pressure,
resistant individuals have relatively higher fitness –

increased by more than sixfold in the Read et al. model
[7]. However, with the LLAIs, because a larger proportion
of the mosquitoes’ lifetime reproductive capacity occurs
before the insecticide takes effect (Figure 1), there is little
or no selection pressure against the LLAI when the mos-
quito is producing most of its eggs. This led Read et al. to
label LLAIs as ‘evolution proof’ – an ambitious claim, but
one would at least expect LLAIs to show a high degree of
evolutionary resistance even with long-term deployment.
However, although such LLAIs might be particularly effec-
tive at controlling An. gambiae mosquitoes that have been
shown recently to live for several months (T. Lehmann,
personal communication), the selection pressure in such
bottleneck populations might be sufficiently high to select
for resistance. Of course, the selection pressure would also
depend very heavily on the mode of action, and one would
therefore expect a vector to develop resistance to a LLAI
directed against a single vector target (e.g. a monovalent
anti vector vaccine) [1,8] more rapidly than an agent with
multiple modes of action, such as a live agent [13,14].

Just as the vector is under selection pressure to develop
resistance to agents used to control its populations, these
same agents can exert selection pressures on the pathogen
[15]. If the EIP of the pathogen is not shorter than the
lifespan of the vector the pathogenwill become extinct. It is
therefore possible that, under the pressure of LLAIs,
pathogens could evolve that develop more rapidly within
the vector in order to reduce EIP. Such phenotypic
plasticity in malaria parasites has been known for a long
time [16] and, given the remarkable ability of malaria to
develop resistance to drugs [17], evolution of resistance to
shortened mosquito lifespan might be expected, would be
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biologically constrained, and could have unpredictable out-
comes [18]. When a third element is introduced into the
mix, the dynamics of pathogen adaptation to insecticide
pressure can become even more complicated. For example,
insecticide-resistant Culex quinquefasciatus mosquitoes
are less likely to transmit filariasis than their non-resist-
ant counterparts [18], and the possible stimulation of
innate immune pathways common to bacteria, viruses,
fungi and protozoa [19] suggests that LLAIs based on
biological agents might have additional benefits.

Can old mosquitoes be targeted selectively?
Altering the age demographic structure of vector popu-
lations has been advocated previously [20], but can it be
done? Identifying older mosquitoes in order to target con-
trol specifically to that population cohort has proved to be
difficult, and better characterization of vector population
structures based on their comparative physiology and
behavior is needed [20,21]. Such work may help to identify
age-specific targets and offer tools for monitoring the ef-
ficacy of LLAIs. The LLAIs need to do the job of targeting
vector longevity, and several promising candidates are on
the horizon. These include: (i) fungal pathogens that infect
mosquitoes early in their adult life, but manifest their
pathological effects only as the mosquito ages [6,22–24];
(ii) the obligate intracellular bacterial symbiont, Wolba-
chia, that, when established successfully in a line of Aedes
aegypti, halved vector life expectancy [25]; (iii) Denso-
viruses that can be genetically manipulated to act as
paratransgenic control agents [26]; (iv) antivector vaccines,
that can decrease the overall life expectancy of mosquitoes
and also block transmission of malaria from the vertebrate
host to the mosquito [27–29]; or (v) chemical insecticides
that accumulate to be effective late in the insect lifespan
[7]. Each of these has its own particular advantages and
disadvantages, but the pathway to the implementation of a
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broad spectrum LLAI looks shortest and most promising
for the fungal pathogens. LLAI coverage will need to be
considered carefully. Just as transmission is sensitive to
reductions in mosquito survival, one expects that poor
coverage that misses mosquitoes early in their adult life
would negate the effect of the control measure, and especi-
ally in zones of high transmission.

New thoughts on old problems
There have been many calls for new additions to the vector
control arsenal that have most typically rallied around the
perceived need for new chemical insecticides either for
direct application or for use on bednets. The LLAI concept
offers a new paradigm by adopting long-established prin-
ciples from old models and by adapting these to reconsider,
in a new setting, the consequences of being able to target
differentially the most important cohorts of vector popu-
lations, perhaps in combination with traditional insecti-
cides. As research progresses on control agents that could
be considered LLA insecticides, anophelism without
malaria (or in a broader context, mosquitoes without dis-
ease transmission) could become the aim of future vector
control strategies.
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